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Abstract

Laws may have indirect social effects that can either strengthen or attenuate the formal sanctions they impose. Recent theoretical advances argue that in communities where a proscribed activity is prevalent, permissive laws liberalize attitudes towards partakers and increase utility, thereby amplifying the direct effect of the law. The opposite occurs in communities where the proscribed activity is rare. Indirect social effects arise as laws cause individuals to update their beliefs about the prevalence of the proscribed activity. To test these predictions, we randomized data entry workers to transcribe newspaper summaries of liberal or conservative court decisions about obscenity and then randomly assigned one group to report their standards of morality and another group to estimate community standards with incentive pay for accuracy. Liberal decisions liberalize individual and perceived community standards of morality, yet frequent attendees of religious services become more conservative and perceive community standards becoming more liberal. Workers update beliefs about the prevalence of proscribed sexual activities differently in response to liberal or conservative decisions. Liberal obscenity decisions increase worker satisfaction overall, but decrease satisfaction among religious workers, who also identify more as Republican. These results provide causal evidence for a model predicting when law has backlash or expressive effects and suggests that legitimacy of law can affect utility and self-identification.
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1. Introduction
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Efforts to shape moral values through the law abound in history. Policies on areas of abortion, alcohol, same sex relationships, sex education, and free speech are commonly justified in terms of values, whether to protect moral standards or to promote civil liberties and social justice. The law’s expressive power, separately from its deterrent effects, is widely presumed to influence values (Lessig 1995; Sunstein 1995). Courts in particular, as arbiters of the law in the United States, are viewed to communicate normative judgments that affect deeply held beliefs. People’s preferences to follow social norms (Bicchieri 2006), together with the law’s role in changing beliefs about those norms, are theorized as important mechanisms that explain law’s expressive effects (Dharmapala and McAdams 2003). At the same time, a rich literature argues that legal decisions are themselves influenced by social trends and preferences and depending on the context, can inspire backlash against the law (Klarman 1994; 2005).

Despite plentiful theoretical and popular discussion, little is known empirically about the effects of law on moral values. In our paper, we experimentally examine the expressive effects of court-made obscenity law on sexual attitudes and perceived norms. Because of its emotional salience, obscenity law enables us to differentiate expressive from deterrent effects. Moreover, in the short time frame of our experiment, the role of material penalties is trivial.

Few areas of law are as salient and as directly predicated on morality as obscenity law, which restricts acts or expressions deemed to be offensive. History has shown that U.S. obscenity cases are decided mainly on the basis of moral harm (Linz, et al. 1995; Koppelman 2005). Norms are endogenously codified in U.S. obscenity law through the Supreme Court’s *Miller* test, which relies on community standards to determine whether or not an expression is
obscene. Since existing norms guide obscenity decisions in courts, it is likely that more liberal sexual attitudes predict more liberal obscenity laws across jurisdictions (Chen and Yeh 2013). One community may find homosexuality obscene, when homosexuality is not openly prevalent in that community, while another may deem it acceptable where homosexual people are not rare. To disentangle cause and effect in the legal construction of morals, we run an experiment.

We recruited 600 data entry workers from the U.S. on Amazon Mechanical Turk to transcribe newspaper reports, which we randomly assign to be about a liberal or conservative obscenity decision or a placebo. We measure values by surveying all workers immediately after the treatment and some workers immediately before on their attitudes about sexual relationships, sex education, pornography, and their political party affiliation. This study design, which focuses on changes in attitudes and beliefs, allows us to identify the law’s expressive effects without the problem of confounding deterrence effects. The obscenity decisions do not impose material penalties for merely expressing a particular attitude.

To theoretically motivate our analysis, Section 2 provides the intuition of a model by Benabou and Tirole (2011) of how law affects morals. Individual behaviors are determined by a person’s intrinsic motivations (values), extrinsic incentives, and social norms. One seeks honor or avoids stigma by signaling one’s values relative to the perceived social norm. Laws provide information that people use to update their beliefs about norms. For example, because of Miller’s community standards test, a decision that outlaws pornography as obscene may cause people to believe that pornography is offensive and less accepted in society. It may also cause people to believe that pornography is more prevalent in society because pornography was
deemed to be a problem by the court. Laws therefore can affect individuals’ actions not only through traditional deterrence (formal sanctions) but also through perceived norms. Depending on the underlying norms of a community, a law may have an expressive effect, which we define as people adopting moral views in favor of what the law values, or a law may have a “backlash effect,” which we define as people adopting moral views against what the law values. We present the conditions under which either expressive or backlash effects are likely to occur.

We find that court decisions on obscenity have an expressive effect on average – they lead to responses in favor of the values promoted by the law. Exposure to liberal obscenity decisions, which reflect more sexually permissive community standards according to the Miller test, increases workers’ likelihood of displaying more sexually liberal attitudes. Exposure to conservative decisions reduces the likelihood of displaying sexually liberal attitudes. We rule out the possibility of deterrence effects or self-reporting effects. We find no changes in self-reported sexual behaviors.

To examine the mechanism for the law’s expressive effects, we measure its impacts on individual and community standards of morality. In our experiment, one group was asked to report their own standards of morality while another group was asked to estimate the other workers’ standard of morality and was offered payment incentives for accuracy. We also asked one group to report their own sexual behaviors and another group to estimate the prevalence of the other workers’ sexual behaviors with incentive pay for accuracy. This design allows us to test for a belief-updating channel that could explain law’s expressive effects according to the
model. Exposure to liberal obscenity decisions caused more sexually liberal attitudes and increased the perceived prevalence of sexually liberal attitudes.

Historically, one-half to two-thirds of appellate obscenity cases in the past 50 years have been related to homosexuality (Chen and Yeh 2013b). U.S. society has typically been more tolerant of lesbian women than of gay men, with the latter group more likely to be socially stigmatized and more likely to experience violent crimes (Herek 2009). We find different responses depending on whether obscenity decisions made references to gay or lesbian depictions. While liberal obscenity decisions making no reference to homosexuality had expressive effects, obscenity decisions that specifically allowed lesbian depictions resulted in a backlash of less acceptance of homosexual sex. We consider whether women respond differently from men to decisions that allow lesbian materials, but recognize that more data are needed.

Under the model, either expressive or backlash effects arise depending on the norms of the community. Behavioral or attitudinal responses to policies have been observed to vary by group ideology (Costa and Kahn 2010), historical and economic experiences (Alesina and Fuchs-Schündeln 2007), or how prominent an issue is to a community before the law’s enactment (Kotsadam and Jakobsson 2011). We examine the attitudinal mechanism for differential responses. In particular, we look at heterogeneous effects by religiosity and geography, where the community norms are likely to differ. Among workers who reported more frequent attendance of religious services, liberal obscenity decisions led to more conservative sexual attitudes, more liberal estimates of community standards, and stronger identification with the Republican Party. Liberal obscenity decisions increase worker satisfaction overall, but decrease satisfaction
among religious workers, consistent with the model’s predictions: agents from liberal communities feel honor for one’s signal but backlash if they come from a conservative community. Conservative decisions also increased subjects’ estimates, significantly so among religious workers, of the prevalence of non-marital sexual behaviors.

Prior empirical research has emphasized the role of legitimacy when laws shift public opinions in their favor (Bartels and Mutz 2009) and when people obey the law (Tyler 2006). That is, individuals respond to whether the law or the lawgiver reflects their attitudes and beliefs. Such results are consistent with ours and have implications for the role of legitimacy in organizations, courts, and democracies. Our experimental framework makes several novel contributions: we isolate the attitudinal mechanism in the law’s expressive effects on behavior (Chen and Yeh 2013b), we use monetary incentives to measure belief-updating of others’ moral views (community standards), we separate individual from community standards, and we measure utility.

Beyond moral values, an abundant discourse has linked provocative media with crime, gender inequality, and divorce (Dahl and Della Vigna 2009; Kendall 2006; MacKinnon 1985). With expansions of broadband Internet and online intermediaries increasing access to sexually explicit materials (Edelman 2009), governments from India to EU member states have pursued actions to prevent these materials from becoming more broadly accepted in daily life. Our findings about morality indicate a channel through which obscenity law, which often regulates these intermediaries, may have broader consequences on economic behavior.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 explains a theoretical intuition to frame our experimental analysis and provides a summary of U.S. obscenity law. Section 3 describes the experimental design and data. In Section 4, we present and discuss the results. Section 5 concludes.

2. Background

A. Theoretical motivation

To guide our experimental framework, this section discusses the intuition underlying a simplified model of law and norms by Benabou and Tirole (2011). We define an expressive effect to occur when the law causes preferences (moral attitudes) to shift toward what the law values. A backlash effect occurs when the law causes preferences to shift in the opposite direction of what the law values.

An individual chooses an action \( a \) to maximize the utility function:

\[
U(a) = v_a - ca + e\bar{a} + \mu E(v_a / a),
\]

(1)

An individual chooses an action \( a \) based on intrinsic motivations (values), extrinsic incentives, and social norms. One’s intrinsic values \( v_a \), distributed over the range \([v_L, v_H]\) would motivate one to take an action because one believes it is simply “the right thing to do.” Extrinsic incentives, \( ca \), are economic costs such as fines or criminal sanctions that arise in models of deterrence. Some collective action or public good benefits, \( e\bar{a} \), may also accrue. \( \bar{a} \) is the proportion in the population choosing action \( a \). Perceptions, \( E(v_a / a) \), are other people’s or one’s own perceptions of one’s intrinsic value, and people use some rule \( s \) to calculate the
expectation of one’s intrinsic values when one takes a particular action; expectations will be correct in a rational expectations equilibrium. \(\mu\) is the weight that the individual places on these perceptions.

One can experience honor or stigma from taking an action (choosing a signal) that is outside the norm. For a simplified illustration, suppose a person has a choice of two signals: to partake in high sexual activity \((a = 0)\), or abstain \((a = 1)\). A person partakes \((a = 0)\) if the payoff satisfies the cutoff rule, whose fixed point \(v^*\) is the equilibrium social norm. Manipulating the terms so that a person is indifferent between actions \(a = 1\) or \(0\), and holding other people’s actions fixed in equilibrium, the cutoff rule for choosing between actions is:

\[
v^* - c + \mu E(v_a | 1)_s = \mu E(v_a | 0)_s \tag{2}
\]

Define the terms so that people choose \(a = 1\) if \(v_a > v\) and \(a = 0\) if \(v_a < v\), holding others’ actions fixed in equilibrium:

\[
\Delta(v) = E(v_a | v_a > v) - E(v_a | v_a < v) \tag{3}
\]

Substitute, and the fixed point \(v = v^*\) solves the equation:

\[
v^* + \mu \Delta(v^*) = c \tag{4}
\]

Thus, the difference \(E(v_a | v_a > v^*) - E(v_a | v_a < v^*)\) in the social honor from abstaining from high sexual activity vs. partaking is a function of other people’s expectations about the intrinsic values of those individuals who abstain or partake. This difference captures the *immorality* of the sexual activity.

A law affects the economic sanctions (deterrence effect) as well as shifts perceived social norms \(v^*\) (social multiplier effect). For example, suppose a law defines an expression to be
obscene according to whether the average person applying current community standards would consider the expression to be prurient and patently offensive. A legal decision that outlaws contraceptives\(^2\) as obscene may cause people to believe that contraceptives are offensive and less accepted in society, based on the law’s application of community standards. People may update 
\[ E(v_a \mid v_a > v^*) - E(v_a \mid v_a < v^*) \] upwards. The crackdown may also cause people to believe contraceptives are more prevalent in society because contraceptives were deemed to be a problem by the court, which cause the perceived cutoff, \( v^* \), to shift right.

Figure 1 (from Benabou and Tirole 2011) shows the mechanism. The x-axis displays the range of intrinsic motivations and the y-axis is the density. Following Benabou and Tirole, the perceived moral action is on the right-side of the x-axis and the perceived immoral action is on the left-side. \( g(v) \) is the distribution of intrinsic motivations in the population. The vertical line is the cutoff rule. Those to the right of the cut-off rule will abstain while those on the left will partake.

---

\(^2\) A significant history in U.S. obscenity litigation concerns Comstock laws that restricted birth control devices and materials related to contraceptives. Variations in Comstock statutes have been linked to the subsequent availability of the birth control pill and trends in fertility (Bailey 2010).
Across different communities, the cutoff may differ. In religious communities, the cutoff is on the left, as most people are abstaining from high sexual activity. A law has a “backlash effect,” causing moral views to shift against what the law values when the cut-off rule of the group is on the left-side of the distribution. To see this, a liberal decision shifts the perceived cutoff rule to the left. The social perception of partakers falls dramatically since a large mass just to the left of the old cutoff is removed from $E(v_a | v_a < v^*)$. The social perception of abstainers also falls but not by as much. Thus $E(v_a | v_a > v^*) - E(v_a | v_a < v^*)$ increases and the morality of partaking in high sexual activity falls. In non-religious communities, the opposite occurs. Law has an expressive effect, causing people to adopt moral views toward what the law values when the cut-off rule of the group is on the right side of the distribution, i.e., when high sexual activity is prevalent.

B. Theory measurement

Our survey questions are designed to measure several theoretical parameters in the model. Morality is captured by $E(v_a | v_a < v^*) - E(v_a | v_a > v^*)$. Questions about the immorality of partaking in high sexual activities relate to the difference in the social perception of abstaining from the high sexual activity vs. the social perception of partaking in the high sexual activity. We call this quantity the individual’s moral standard, because it pertains to the individual’s view of others, the individual’s view of what others would think if the individual partook in the activity, or the individual’s view of oneself in a self-signaling framework.

The estimate of others’ moral standards is what we call the community standard. It also
relates to \( E(v_a / v_a < v^*) - E(v_a / v_a > v^*) \), but it is the view of others and is incentivized for accuracy in our experiment. Questions about the prevalence of high sexual activities relates to people’s beliefs about \( v^* \). Questions about the negative externalities of high sexual activities relates to \( e_a \). The questions in the experiment test whether the law affects views about the public benefits or costs of high sexual activities.

Finally, we use a question about worker satisfaction to measure \( U(a) \). Note that holding behavior fixed, those who partake in high sexual activities gain utility (honor) when liberal laws have an expressive effect because the morality of high sexual activities relative to abstaining increases and the extrinsic cost has declined (Equation 1). Those who abstain from high sexual activities can lose utility. Liberal laws have two competing effects on utility. On the one hand, backlash effects raise utility (honor) because the morality of abstaining increases relative to partaking in high sexual activities. On the other, the extrinsic cost of abstaining relative to partaking has increased, which reduces utility.

C. Obscenity law in the United States

Obscenity law is present at several levels of government in the United States. For example, federal statutes prohibit mailing or transporting “any obscene, lewd, lascivious, or filthy” matters across state borders. Federal law also forbids selling obscene material on the Internet and restricts the broadcasting of obscene language. In addition, state and local jurisdictions may have their own laws and regulations; examples include ordinances that prohibit showing sexually explicit films in local theaters. The penalties typically involve fines or
imprisonment. Prosecutions under obscenity statutes and challenges to government regulations are first heard in district courts. Here, judges and juries act as fact-finders and make decisions by applying existing laws to the specific facts of the cases. On appeal, the cases proceed to the appellate courts, where judges decide new issues of law, and their decisions become legal precedent for their respective jurisdictions.

Fundamentally, court decisions determine the bounds of obscene expressions. For a matter to be subject to an obscenity regulation, it must first be legally defined as obscene. Since 1973, whether or not something is obscene is determined by applying the Supreme Court’s test from *Miller v. California.*[^3] Under the three-pronged *Miller* test, a matter is obscene if:

> “the average person, applying contemporary community standards” finds that the matter
> (1) “appeals to the prurient interest” and
> (2) has “patently offensive” depictions of sexual conduct, and
> if a reasonable person finds that the matter
> (3) “lacks serious literary, educational, artistic, political, or scientific value.”[^4]

Obscenity law therefore is predicated on courts’ perceptions of community standards. Assuming that the adversarial system fosters fact-finding, legal decisions can reflect more complete information about values in a community. Legal decisions may also reflect the values of the courts (Linz et al. 1995), as judges often exercise discretion in interpreting the law.[^5] The breakdown of moral standards and secondary effects, such as sexual violence, child sexual abuse, disease and drugs are among the harms that have been commonly cited in the U.S. to justify the

[^4]: Id. at 24.
[^5]: For example, randomly assigned judges who were Democratic appointees were more likely to vote liberally in appellate obscenity cases than Republican appointees, even though all judges must apply the Miller test (Chen and Yeh 2013b).
exercise of police powers in restricting expressions of obscenity. Thus, legal decisions can also convey information about the prevalence of certain activities and their negative externalities.

Obscenity decisions can therefore shape social values, whether directly through information about community standards or indirectly through shifts in beliefs about the prevalence of high sexual activity. Starting from an obscenity decision about a matter such as contraceptives, people also may infer what social values are in related areas such as like sex education or divorce. Subsequent interpretation of information from the law may be heterogeneous. The literature on attitude polarization and confirmation bias (Lord, Ross, and Lepper 1979) suggests that initial values determine how individuals vary in interpretation of the law. The model in this section provides a framework for thinking about these differences.

3. Research Methodology

A. Court decisions

We randomize data entry workers to be exposed to newspaper paragraphs that summarized conservative or liberal obscenity decisions. A conservative court decision finds that a sexual matter is obscene; it is illegal according to a government regulation and therefore subject to penalties. A liberal decision rules that a sexual matter is not obscene and allowable; it is protected speech and the government may not regulate it.

Court-made obscenity law provides several advantages for the experimental study of the expressive or backlash effects of the law. Obscenity is an emotionally salient area of law. A significant channel by which court decisions reach individual awareness is through local media
publicity (Hoekstra 2000). With their provocative nature, court decisions about obscenity are a natural story for local newspaper coverage. Using newspaper databases, Chen and Yeh (2013b) show that in the past three decades, the number of local newspaper articles about appellate court decisions regarding obscenity track the actual number of appellate obscenity decisions in their jurisdictions. This phenomenon is also consistent with the U.S. common law system, where court decisions are binding precedent (effective as law) only in their respective jurisdictions. We minimize bias from prior exposure to a case by using appellate and local court decisions, whose publicity and legal scope are regional, rather than Supreme Court decisions, which are national.

In our experiment, the economic costs of not complying with the law are trivial, allowing us to isolate the expressive effects of law from the deterrent effects. Outside the experiment, conservative obscenity decisions in the longer run may affect material incentives by making it easier to prosecute an offender or regulate obscene materials. However, criminal or financial penalties do not apply to answering survey questions about one’s values. It is highly unlikely that reading an obscenity decision would change one’s actual sexual behavior within the short time frame of a data entry experiment. In the results section, we verify that self-reported sexual behaviors do not change in response to the law. Thus, our experiment separates the law’s expressive effects and its belief-updating channel from its potential deterrent effects.

---


7 The mean time spent on the data entry and survey was 25 minutes with a standard deviation of 13 minutes; the time spent was 13 and 47 minutes at the 5% and 95%-ile.
B. Experimental design

Data entry workers are recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk, an online labor market intermediary\(^8\). The workers in our experiment arrive naturally to our setting while they are looking for very short-term, paid tasks such as entering data or transcribing audio files. Like other employers seeking workers online, we posted a description of a transcription task that workers could accept or decline.

The natural environment of the online labor market and our randomized design lessen Hawthorne effects that may arise when people become aware that they are in a study. Even if workers become aware of being in a study, they are unaware of what the treatment condition is and unaware that other subjects receive different treatment conditions. Our randomized transcriptions also alleviate concerns that the mere exposure to any news related to sexual matters may affect survey responses by magnifying a subject’s preexisting beliefs. Since all news reports about obscenity decisions, whether conservative or liberal, are about sexual matters, randomizing the court decision to be liberal versus conservative should capture the effect of the legal outcome. We assuage remaining concerns about Hawthorne effects and external validity in Chen and Yeh (2013b), in which we analyze a series of natural experiments of obscenity law over fifty years across the U.S. and find shifts in attitudes similar to our findings in this experiment.

\(^8\) On average, the U.S. workers on AMT are younger in age, more likely to be female, and are more educated than the general population. They are likely to be representative of internet users in the U.S., who some argue are closer to the general population in demographics than conventional subjects in university laboratory settings (Paolacci, Chander, and Ipeirotis (2011)).
In our experiment here, all workers who accept the job are first required to transcribe three neutral “lock-in” images of a paragraph. This lock-in task is an effective method to reduce attrition from the job. Immediately after completing the third lock-in paragraph, workers are randomized, via stratification in the order in which they completed the task, into one of three arms of the experiment. Within each arm, workers are randomly assigned again to one of several treatment conditions involving the transcription of a fourth paragraph about an obscenity case or a placebo. The treatment and control transcription tasks are identically constructed across arms, but the survey administration differs across the arms. Figure 2 diagrams the experimental design. The three arms of the experiment are detailed below. Appendix 1 describes recruitment and Appendix 2 displays the job ad.
Figure 2: Design of Experiment
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Figure 2 Arm 1. A worker randomized to Arm 1 is randomly assigned again to transcribe one of eight different paragraphs or no paragraph, for a total of six treatment groups and three control groups. The eight paragraphs are: a liberal obscenity decision (general, i.e., silent about sexual orientation), a liberal obscenity decision about a gay depiction, a liberal obscenity decision about a lesbian depiction, a conservative obscenity decision (general), a conservative obscenity decision about a gay depiction, a conservative obscenity decision about a lesbian depiction, an English placebo paragraph, or a Tagalog placebo paragraph. The paragraphs are shown in Appendix 3. After transcribing, workers are immediately surveyed about their attitudes, behaviors, perceptions of U.S. sexual behaviors (prevalence of same-sex relationships, extramarital relationships, and STDs), and demographics (Appendices 4, 6, 7, 9). The third control group is not asked to transcribe a fourth paragraph and proceeds from the lock-in task directly to the survey.

Figure 2 Arm 2. After completing the lock-in task, workers assigned to Arm 2 are immediately asked four questions about their sexual attitudes (Appendix 4, Questions 1-4) and questions about their perceptions of U.S. sexual behaviors (prevalence of same-sex relationships, extramarital relationships, and STDs) (Appendix 7). After this initial survey, workers are randomized to transcribe one of eight paragraphs, as in Arm 1, for a total of six treatment groups and two control groups. Upon completing the transcription, workers are surveyed again on their attitudes, behaviors, perceptions of U.S. sexual behaviors (prevalence of same-sex relationships, extramarital relationships, and STDs) and demographics (Appendix 4, Questions
Figure 2 Arm 3. Arm 3 was designed to test for a belief-updating channel of the law’s effects using incentive pay for accuracy. The survey design in Arm 3 is similar to Arm 2, except Arm 3 asks additional, incentivized questions before and after the treatment.

Immediately following the initial questions as in Arm 2 (four questions about their sexual attitudes and questions about their perceptions of U.S. sexual behaviors), workers are asked to estimate how other workers answered questions about U.S. sexual behaviors and are offered a payment incentive for accuracy (Appendix 8). Workers then transcribe a fourth paragraph according to their assignment to treatment or control groups as in Arm 2. After the transcription, the workers are asked the remaining questions about attitudes (Appendix 4, Question 5-11) as in Arm 2. The workers are next asked to estimate how other workers would answer the attitude questions with payment incentive for accuracy (Appendix 5’s Questionnaire on Perceived Community Standards). Then, as in Arm 2, they proceed to answer questions about their behaviors (Appendix 6) and are again surveyed on their perceptions of U.S. sexual behaviors (Appendix 7). In addition, they are again asked to estimate what other workers would say about their perceptions of U.S. sexual behaviors and are offered a payment incentive for accuracy (Appendix 8). Finally, they are surveyed on their demographics.

Workers receive piece rate compensation for their work and receive additional payments for completion of the experiment. The piece rate payment for each paragraph transcribed is 10 cents. A paragraph takes about 100 seconds to enter, so the offered payment of 10 cents per paragraph is equivalent to $3.60/hour ($28.80 per day). To compare, the U.S. federal minimum
base wage for tipped waiters is $2.15/hour ($17.20 per day) and the federal minimum wage is $7.25/hour ($58/day). An example paragraph is displayed on the first page of the external hosting site, so workers are aware of the payment before entering the study. Workers receive an additional 50 cents upon completion of the survey.  

Workers are incentivized to accurately report what they believe are the norms. For each question that asks workers to estimate what other workers would say about their sexual attitudes or perceptions of U.S. sexual behaviors, their incentive to estimate accurately is a $1 bonus if her estimate is within one percentage point of the correct answer. Workers are told that if multiple people provide estimates within one percentage point, then one person will be randomly selected as the winner of the bonus.

C. Data and empirical specification

We conducted the experiment from January 2-6, 2013. The sample includes workers from 49 states and the District of Columbia, ages 17-73 (mean of 31 years old and standard deviation 11). A total of 645 workers began the lock-in task and 600 workers completed the lock-in task accurately. Of the workers who received random assignment (right after they finished the lock-in task), 99% completed the experiment and answered the survey questions. At the end of the survey, we ask workers for feedback about their task. 95% of workers report being satisfied to very satisfied with their work experience, and 31% were very satisfied.

---

9 The 50 cents was paid only if the surveys were completed and the paragraph transcriptions had fewer than 100 errors.
A concern with any experiment is whether workers pay enough attention during the experiment. To address this, we use workers’ baseline data entry error rates as a proxy for attention. For our main analysis, we use a restricted sample consisting of 600 workers who made fewer than 10 errors on the third lock-in paragraph. This excludes only 7% of the original sample. Attrition in this restricted sample was extremely low. 99.8% of these subjects completed the experiment and answered survey questions. Our main results are also robust when using the full sample.

Table 1 compares summary statistics for the workers to a nationally representative sample from the 2012 General Social Survey (GSS). The workers’ responses are more politically and sexually liberal: data entry workers are younger, more likely to have seen an X-rated movie in the last year, and less frequent attenders of religious services than GSS survey participants. According to the workers’ self-reports, 12% had casual sex in the last year and 70% say that they consider same sex relations to be okay, whereas among GSS survey participants, 5% had casual sex and 52% consider same sex relations to be okay.\(^\text{10}\)

The empirical specification examines the effect of exposure to a liberal obscenity decision:

\[
\text{Outcome}_i = \alpha + \beta_1 \text{Treatment}_i + \beta_2 \text{X}_i + \varepsilon_i
\]  

(5)

For the main specifications, liberal treatment is constructed as a variable coded as 1 (for liberal treatment), 0 (for control), or -1 (for conservative treatment). In some robustness checks, we

\(^{10}\) “Not wrong at all” and “Wrong only sometimes” are coded as okay while “Almost always wrong” and “Always wrong” are coded as not okay.
exclude the control or we only compare the liberal (conservative) treatment with the control. In other checks, we include $X_n$, a vector of demographic covariates.

To construct an aggregate measure for multiple outcome variables, we compute average effect sizes (AES) as in Kling, Liebman, Katz, and Sanbonmatsu (2004): 

$$
\frac{1}{n} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{\beta_n}{\sigma_n}.
$$

This measure standardizes the coefficients on Treatment corresponding to each Outcome with the sample standard deviations of the outcome variable computed separately by treatment and control groups. For this, we jointly estimate the coefficients using seemingly unrelated regressions. A variable that summarizes community standards on sexual matters, for example, would roughly correspond to $E(v / a)$ and is calculated with AES using the incentivized survey questions that ask about other subjects’ sexual attitudes.

We constructed AES measures for sets of questions concerning: (i) one’s own standards (sexual attitudes), (ii) perceptions of other workers’ values, i.e., community standards, (iii) perceived negative externalities, (iv) own behavior, and (v) beliefs about others’ behaviors in the U.S.\(^{11}\) These AES measures are defined consistently across the tables and the variables included in the calculations of each AES measure are listed in Appendices 4-8. Appendix 4 lists variables for own standards (sexual attitudes)\(^{12}\) and for perceived negative externalities.\(^{13}\) Appendix 5 lists

---

\(^{11}\) We measure beliefs about others’ behaviors both by asking workers directly for their beliefs and also incentivizing them to estimate accurately others’ beliefs about the prevalence of certain behaviors.

\(^{12}\) The AES for own standards uses workers’ attitudes on: sex education, divorce, premarital sex, teen sex, extramarital sex, same sex relations, sexual materials leading to moral breakdown, sexual materials serving as an outlet for impulses and reducing mischief, and whether sexual materials should be restricted by pornography laws.

\(^{13}\) The AES for perceived negative externalities uses attitudes on whether sexual materials lead to rape and whether sexual materials lead to sexually transmitted diseases.
variables for perceptions of others’ standards (community standards).\textsuperscript{14} Appendix 6 lists variables for own behaviors.\textsuperscript{15} Appendix 7 lists variables for beliefs about behaviors in the U.S. and Appendix 8 lists variables for incentivized perceptions of others’ beliefs about behaviors in the U.S. We use the variables in Appendix 7 and 8 together to construct the AES for beliefs about others.\textsuperscript{16}

4. Results

Expressive effects of liberal obscenity decisions

Panel A of Table 2 shows estimates of the effect of exposure to liberal obscenity decisions on sexual attitudes and behaviors using data from all arms of the experiment. Relative to conservative decisions, liberal decisions cause workers to be 12\%\textsuperscript{17} more likely to view sexual materials as okay and 11\% more likely to believe that “divorce should be made easier.” These more liberal sexual attitudes are consistent with expressive effects of the law. The effects are economically sizeable relative to the beliefs in the population: 41\% of workers think sexual materials are okay and 19\% think divorce should be easier. Liberal decisions do not statistically

\textsuperscript{14} The AES for community standards uses incentivized estimates of other workers’ attitudes on: sex education, divorce, premarital sex, teen sex, extramarital sex, same sex relations; and others’ opinions that sexual materials lead to moral breakdown, lead to rape, serve as an outlet for impulses and reduce mischief, increase sexually transmitted diseases, or should be restricted by pornography laws.

\textsuperscript{15} The AES for own behaviors uses self-reported activities in the past year on X-rated movie viewing, divorce, number of sex partners, extramarital sex, friend sex, casual sex, paid sex, and sex frequency.

\textsuperscript{16} The AES for “beliefs about others” uses beliefs about the prevalence in the U.S. of same sex relations, sexually transmitted disease, and extramarital affairs; and incentivized estimates of other workers’ beliefs about the prevalence in the U.S. of same sex relations, sexually transmitted disease, and extramarital affairs.

\textsuperscript{17} We multiply the estimates in the tables by two because the table presents average effects of increasing 1 point going from conservative decisions (-1) to placebo (0) to liberal decisions (1).
affect attitudes regarding whether pornography should have no legal restrictions or whether same sex relations are okay. Exposure to liberal obscenity decisions leads subjects to believe that 8% more people are accepting of sexual materials (Table 2, column 6). This effect on a subject’s norm perception is consistent with the intuition that people update their beliefs about sexual norms when liberal court decisions reveal information that community standards for sexual materials are more permissive than the subject previously thought or when liberal court decisions reveal information that high sexual activities are less prevalent than previously thought, which can reduce the honor (social perception) from abstaining more than it reduces the honor (social perception) from partaking in high sexual activities.

Column 5 shows the estimated average effect size (AES) for one’s own moral standards in terms of sexual attitudes. Column 7 shows the AES for how one perceives other workers’ standards, i.e., community standards. Column 8 shows a measure of perceived negative externalities of pornography.\textsuperscript{18} The estimates of AES of one’s own moral standards are statistically significant at the 10% level. Liberal obscenity decisions have an expressive effect on one’s own sexual attitudes taken as a whole as well as on perceived community standards, but not on perceived negative externalities.

We rule out the possibility of reporting bias in Panel B of Table 2. Reporting bias may arise if liberal obscenity law causes people to become more open or truthful, particularly about sensitive topics such as one’s sexual behaviors. We verify with a falsification check that exposure to liberal obscenity decisions does not affect self-reported sexual behaviors, which should not

\textsuperscript{18} See previous section and Appendices 4-8 for the variables used in the AES measures.
change between the time of exposure to the treatment data entry paragraph and the response to the survey question. In unreported regressions, we find similar results for attitudes and behaviors when restricting the analysis of liberal obscenity decisions to Arm 1, which replicates the experiment in Chen and Yeh (2013b) and consists of 91 workers who are surveyed only after they finish transcribing a randomly assigned court decision.

Table 3 shows the effects separately for liberal or conservative decisions when using the group that transcribes a placebo or no decision as the counterfactual. Compared to this counterfactual, liberal obscenity decisions have expressive effects on attitudes about sexual materials and divorce (Panel A) and appear to drive a large portion, 10% and 7% points respectively, of the 12% and 11% estimates found in Table 2. The effects of conservative laws do not statistically differ from the counterfactual; the negative signs for the two attitude variables would reflect an expressive response, but they are smaller in magnitude and not statistically significant (Panel B). The differences in subjects’ beliefs about others’ perceptions of sexual materials are noisy though consistent in sign with the law’s information regarding conservative community standards. The AES estimate suggests that conservative obscenity decisions drive a larger portion of the expressive effects on community standards (column 7).

**Heterogeneity in obscenity decisions**

10 The GSS sexual behavior questions ask about acts in the last 12 months (Appendix 6). These questions represent the “stock,” so the difference across the treatment and control groups would capture the “flow” or the marginal change in behavior from the time the law was communicated in the transcription to the time of answering the survey questions. If the law changed material incentives, then actual behaviors may differ across treatment and control groups on the margin, within the time frame of the experiment, but this is unlikely because the questionnaire takes several minutes.
To explore heterogeneity of the law’s effects, we distinguish between the effects of obscenity decisions about gay or lesbian depictions. In the last fifty years, between one-half and two-thirds of all federal appellate obscenity opinions used words that related to homosexuality (Chen and Yeh 2013b). U.S. society has typically been more tolerant of lesbian women than of gay men. For example, gay men are far more likely to be socially stigmatized and vulnerable to becoming victims of violent acts (Herek 2009). Table 4 shows responses depending on whether the obscenity decisions were about gay or lesbian depictions or were silent. Panel A restricts the analysis to workers who were exposed to obscenity decisions that referred to gay male depictions. The AES for own moral standards and AES for perceived community standards are not significantly different. However, liberal gay decisions do have expressive effects on a few individual variables, which we highlight in the table. Compared to conservative decisions about gay depictions, liberal decisions about gay depictions lead to greater acceptance of sexual materials and stronger feelings that divorce should be easier. Attitudes about homosexual sex are not affected.

Among workers who transcribed obscenity decisions about lesbian depictions, liberal decisions generate backlash about homosexual sex. Workers become 19% less likely to say that homosexual sex is okay (column 3 of Panel B). The sample is disproportionately female, and we consider whether women respond differently than men to decisions that allow lesbian materials, but more data are needed. Panel C shows that exposure to liberal decisions that were silent about homosexuality causes people to be 17% more likely to say that divorce should be easier and 12% more likely to say that pornography should have no legal restrictions. According to the
AES estimate, one's own sexual attitudes become more liberal overall (column 5) as do estimates of others’ sexual attitudes (column 7). These shifts in attitudes signify expressive effects of non-homosexual obscenity decisions. None of the sub-categories of liberal decisions shifts views on the negative externalities of sexual materials (column 8).

**Backlash effects among conservative groups**

Scholars have documented conservative backlash to liberal court decisions, such as Southern governments’ stronger resistance to desegregation after Brown v. Board of Education\(^{20}\) and Catholics’ stronger opposition to abortion after Roe v. Wade\(^{21}\) (Hoekstra 2000; Klarman 1994). Religiously devout people tend to have more conservative sexual attitudes to begin with.

Table 5 investigates how effects of liberal decisions vary by religious attendance. We find that liberal obscenity decisions drive backlash among religious workers, whom we define as attending services at least once a week (18.5% of the sample). Compared to infrequent attendees, religious workers are less likely to favor sex education in public schools or to accept that homosexual sex is okay upon exposure to liberal decisions (Panel A). Religious workers do not statistically differ from infrequent attendees in their responses about sexual materials or divorce, though the signs of the coefficients are in a conservative direction.

Notably, liberal decisions cause religious workers to identify more strongly with the Republican Party, which is associated with conservative values (Table 5 column 9). In Panel B


\(^{21}\) 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
of Table 5, we test for heterogeneity by residence in a “red state,” in which Republican Party candidates have won the majority of votes in recent presidential elections. Red state residents do not statistically differ from residents of other states in their responses to liberal decisions. This suggests that our measure for religious attendance is not simply capturing a red state versus blue state phenomenon.

Average effect sizes for own moral standards and perceived community standards among religious workers go in opposite signs -- in response to liberal court decisions, perceived community standards become more liberal (Table 6). Table 7 and Figure 3 break out the effects separately for each category of religious attendance. Figure 3 suggests that liberal decisions have weakly expressive effects on moral standards among workers who attend religious services less than once a week, although Table 6 indicates that this effect is not jointly statistically significant.

Belief updating and information transmission

Belief updating in response to a law may differ by community or individual values, and the interpretation of information that is communicated by a law may vary. A law that outlaws a sexual activity can cause people to think that community standards are more conservative, or it can cause people to believe that the activity is more prevalent because it is driving policymakers to seek a ban, and vice versa for more permissive laws. We find evidence of the law influencing beliefs, especially among religious workers (Table 5 columns 6 and 7). Among religious workers, conservative obscenity decisions increase the perception of negative
externalities of pornography (Table 6, column 3) and increase the perception that others have extramarital sex (Table 5, column 8). Non-religious workers increase their perceptions of others having extramarital sex as well, but not significantly so.

We also exploit the fact that some workers answered questions before transcribing the newspaper summary of a court decision about obscenity and some answered the questions after the transcription. We can construct a differences-in-differences model that compares responses before and after exposure to liberal vs. conservative decisions. The average coefficient is positive on individual moralities (more liberal attitudes on sex education, divorce, and teenage sex) and negative on the prevalence of sexual activities (conservative decisions increase the perceptions of others having extramarital sex and same-sex relations), but the difference is not statistically significant (results not displayed).

Finally, we exploit the response before and after exposure to court decisions within workers on beliefs about the prevalence of sexual activities. Consistent with conservative decisions updating workers' beliefs upwards on the prevalence of certain sexual activities, the average coefficient is negative, but the estimates are not significant. Interestingly, liberal decisions polarize beliefs about the incidence of sexually transmitted diseases: people who initially estimated a high prevalence of STDs in the U.S. increased their estimates, while those who initially estimated a lower STD prevalence decreased their estimates. This result, significant at the 1% level,\(^2\) can be seen in the top panel of Figure 4, which plots the change in perceived STD prevalence depending on workers' initial belief in the percentage of people who

\(^2\) We run a Mann-Whitney test for differences in distributions, but do not report in a table.
had STDs. Conservative decisions had a unifying effect. Among people who initially estimated a low prevalence of STDs in the U.S., conservative decisions increased their belief about the prevalence of STDs, while among people who initially estimated a high prevalence of STDs, conservative decisions decreased their belief about the prevalence of STDs. The median belief was 30% (Figure 4 lower panel), which is close to the CDC estimates of 110 million Americans with STIs.  

Worker Satisfaction and Honor

In view of the model’s discussion of honor and utility, we consider effects on worker satisfaction. Exposure to liberal decisions increased by 9% the rate at which workers reported being very satisfied with their work experience out of the population average of 31% (Table 8). Notably, those who frequently attend religious services were less likely to be very satisfied upon exposure to liberal decisions. These effects are robust to using an ordered probit for the four categories of worker satisfaction as well as dropping the control group, some of which had one fewer paragraph of data entry so may have had their satisfaction affected as a result.

Note that holding behavior fixed, those who partake in high sexual activities gain utility when liberal laws have an expressive effect, as the morality of engaging in high sexual activities increases relative to the morality of abstaining and, moreover, the extrinsic cost of high sexual activities has declined (it is easier to have high sexual activities). Those who abstain from high sexual activities can lose utility. Liberal obscenity laws have two competing effects. First,

backlash effects increase the morality of abstaining relative to partaking in high sexual activities. If individuals already abstain, then utility rises because the social perception of the morality of one’s action increases. However, liberal laws increase the extrinsic cost of abstaining (relative to partaking in high sexual activities). The increase in cost for one’s choice reduces utility.

5. Conclusion

This paper tests a model of law and norms that predicts when the law has expressive or backlash effects among different communities, distinguishes between the law’s effects on individual and community standards of morality, and uses an incentive compatible mechanism to isolate a belief-updating channel for the law’s indirect social effects. We find that liberal obscenity precedent relaxes sexual attitudes. Workers randomly assigned to transcribing newspaper summaries of liberal as opposed to conservative court decisions reported more relaxed sexual attitudes and estimated others’ standards of morality to be more relaxed. But frequent attendees of religious services become stricter on their own standards of morality. We find evidence of belief-updating: workers differentially update their beliefs about the prevalence of sexual behaviors in response to liberal or conservative decisions. These results are consistent with a model of law where conservative laws cause people to update their beliefs upwards about the prevalence of certain activities, which affects the morality of such activities.

We also find that liberal obscenity decisions increase worker satisfaction overall, but decrease satisfaction among religious workers, who also identify more as Republican. The model
predicts that in communities where such proscribed activities are prevalent, liberal policies liberalize attitudes and increase the perceived morality (honor) and utility of partakers, since the cost of partaking declines and honor increases. But backlash arises in communities where such activities are rare: the perceived morality of partakers declines and utility can fall (holding behavior fixed, as would be the case in an experiment).

Obscenity regulations have generated attention worldwide, raising issues about freedom of speech whose scope can diverge broadly by community norms. In India, where kissing in public can lead to criminal obscenity charges, prosecutors have targeted Google and Facebook for hosting offensive depictions of religious figures. An obscene film depiction of Islam has been linked to angry attacks on the U.S. embassy in Libya at Benghazi. Law enforcement is on alert as advances in technology have enabled a flurry of boundary-pushing pornographic imagery to be distributed over the Internet.

It has been argued that morality incentivizes socially optimal behaviors through channels of guilt, shame, or virtue (Kaplow and Shavell 2007). Judges as well as academics have hypothesized that laws that shift moral standards or sexual norms have broader implications on crime, employment, public health, and political legitimacy in general. Dal Bo and Dal Bo (2013) explore whether moral suasion affects behavior in public goods games and finds announcements of a moral norm change moral behavior but only in short-term. In a related paper (Chen and Yeh 2013b) that analyzes the U.S. population over time, we find that obscenity law matters in
long-term “secondary” effects such as sex crimes, divorce, and sexually transmitted diseases.\textsuperscript{24}

This paper provides complementary evidence on the intermediate mechanisms for a model predicting when law has backlash or expressive effects and suggests that legitimacy of law can, moreover, affect utility and self-identification.

\textsuperscript{24} Both moral harms and their “secondary effects,” e.g., crime and venereal disease, were discussed in the Supreme Court decisions \textit{Young} \textit{v. Adult Mini Theatres, Inc.}, 427 U.S. 50 (1976), and \textit{Renton} \textit{v. Playtime Theatres, Inc.}, 475 U.S. 41 (1986).
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Figure 3: Treatment Effects by Religious Attendance

Notes: Effect size is the change in the percent of people who report the answer in the title of the bar chart, with the exception of Republican self-identification which is coded as 1/0/-1. See Table 7 for details.
Figure 4
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Appendix 1: Experimental Design

Methodology

Our methodology is adapted from several papers (e.g., Chen 2011; Chen and Schonger 2013) and we provide a generic description. We recruit workers through a labor market intermediary (LMI), Amazon Mechanical Turk. The LMI is designed to recruit a large number of workers in a short amount of time. Through an interface provided by the LMI, buyers post tasks and registered workers perform the tasks for money.\(^{25}\) The tasks are generally simple for humans to do yet difficult for computers. Common tasks include captioning photographs, extracting data from scanned documents, and transcribing audio clips. The LMI also allows a researcher to implement randomization although randomization is not inherent to the LMI.

The LMI can be used to implement anything from a natural field experiment to a laboratory experiment. In the LMI, workers come to the marketplace naturally and are unaware they are in an experiment at the time of arrival. The behavior of subjects in the LMI is comparable to the behavior of subjects in a laboratory and may be comparable to subjects in a real labor market (Horton, Rand, and Zeckhauser 2011).

Although most buyers post tasks directly on the LMI website, they are also able to host tasks on an external site. On the LMI, we post a single placeholder task containing a description of the work and a link to an external site for workers to follow if they want to participate. On the external site, we ask all workers to transcribe paragraphs of scanned texts consisting of a Tagalog translation of Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations as well as English paragraphs of dictionary definitions. This “lock-in” task is tedious so that no one is likely to do it “for fun,” and it is simple enough so that all market participants can do the task. The source text was machine-translated to prevent subjects from finding the text elsewhere on the Internet. Time and money are the most cited reasons for participation in Mechanical Turk.\(^{26}\) If subjects are unaware of an ongoing experiment, researchers worry that differential attrition may arise at the time treatment is revealed. The lock-in data entry serves as an effective commitment mechanism to minimize attrition from the experiment; the attrition rate after this task was 1%.

All workers were asked to transcribe three-paragraph length, scanned texts (lock-in text paragraphs) into a text box (Appendix 2). On completion, workers were randomized into three experimental groups:

\(^{25}\) Amazon Mechanical Turk has several measures that prevent a worker from entering the experiment more than once. A worker ID may not accept the same task twice. It also prevents a single person from generating multiple worker IDs by using e-mail addresses, IP addresses, and in some cases, bank accounts.

\(^{26}\) http://behind-the-enemy-lines.blogspot.com/2008/03/mechanical-turk-demographics.html. Some workers do it out of need. A disabled former United States Army linguist became a Turk Worker for various reasons and in nine months he made four thousand dollars (New York Times, March 25, 2007). Some drop out of college to pursue a full time career with these disaggregated labor markets (Web Worker Daily, October 16, 2008, Interview with oDesk CEO). For more information about the motivation and demographics of Mechanical Turk workers, see Paolacci, Chandler, and Ipeirotis (2010).
1. Arm 1:
   i. Workers were asked to transcribe a fourth paragraph – one of eight different paragraphs randomly assigned (Appendix 3).
   ii. They proceeded to answer several questions on their own sexual attitudes and behaviors (Appendix 4 and Appendix 6).
   iii. Workers are asked about their perceptions of U.S. sexual behaviors (prevalence of same-sex relationships, extramarital relationships, and STDs) (Appendix 7). A few workers were randomized into a group such that they did not transcribe a fourth paragraph. They proceeded from the three lock-in paragraphs directly to the questions on sexual attitudes, behaviors, and perceptions of U.S. sexual behaviors.

2. Arm 2:
   i. Once the workers complete the three lock-in paragraphs, they answer four questions on sexual attitudes (Appendix 4, Questions 1-4).
   ii. Workers are asked about their perceptions of U.S. sexual behaviors (prevalence of same-sex relationships, extramarital relationships, and STDs) (Appendix 7).
   iii. On completion, they are randomized into one of eight groups, as in Arm 1, where each group gets a different paragraph for a total of six treatment groups and two control groups. (Appendix 3).
   iv. Workers are then asked more questions on their own sexual attitudes (Appendix 4 Questions 5-11), and behaviors (Appendix 6).
   v. Finally, workers are again asked about their perceptions of U.S. sexual behaviors (prevalence of same-sex relationships, extramarital relationships, and STDs) (Appendix 7).

3. Arm 3: Similar to Arm 2 except that there were additional incentive-based questions on getting a close approximation to how other people answered.
   i. Once the workers complete the three lock-in paragraphs, they answer four questions on sexual attitudes (Appendix 4, Questions 1-4).
   ii. Workers are asked about their perceptions of U.S. sexual behaviors (prevalence of same-sex relationships, extramarital relationships, and STDs) (Appendix 7).
   iii. Workers are then asked to estimate what other workers would say about their perceptions of U.S. sexual behaviors and are offered a payment incentive for accuracy (Appendix 8).
   iv. On completion, they are randomized into one of eight groups where each group gets a different paragraph (Appendix 3).
   v. Workers are then asked more questions on their own sexual attitudes (Appendix 4 Questions 5-11).
   vi. Workers are asked how other workers would answer the attitude questions and are offered a payment incentive for accuracy (Appendix 5).
   vii. They are asked questions on their own sexual behavior (Appendix 6).
viii. Workers are again asked questions on their perceptions of U.S. sexual behaviors (prevalence of same-sex relationships, extramarital relationships, and STDs) (Appendix 7)

ix. Workers are then asked to estimate what other workers would say about their perceptions of U.S. sexual behaviors and are offered a payment incentive for accuracy (Appendix 8).

Workers were assigned one of the three groups above randomly, and once they had answered questions in the order specific to their groups, they proceeded to answer questions on the percentage of the US population, they thought:

- Regularly have same-sex relations
- Have sexually transmitted disease (STD)
- Have had or currently having an extramarital affair

Workers in Groups 2 and 3 answered the above questions twice – before and after they had transcribed the fourth paragraph that elaborated on certain sexual behaviors through US court rulings, which were either conservative (censuring such behavior) or liberal (did not criminalize such behavior).

After answering questions on the sexual behavior of people in the US, the workers then took a short survey that asked their gender, age, state of residence in the US, religious preference (Protestant, Catholic, Jewish, Latter-Day Saints, None, Others – specify), how often they attend services (never, once a year, once a month, once a week, or multiple times a week), race/ethnicity (White, Hispanic, Asian/Pacific Islander, Native American, Black), and political affiliation (Strong democrat, Not so Strong Democrat, Independent – Near Democrat, Independent, Independent – Near Republican, Not Strong Republican, Strong Republican, Other Party, Don’t Know).

The last question was on their work experience – Very satisfied, Satisfied, Slightly satisfied, and Not at all satisfied.

After work was completed according to the original expiry date listed on the LMI, bonuses were calculated and workers were notified of their earnings.

Appendix 2. Placeholder Task at Amazon Mechanical Turk

Transcribe Text

Instructions:
• After you have read the instructions, go to this site to begin work: Please Right Click Here (to open job in a new window)
• Copy text exactly as it appears in the scanned image.

Payment:
• You will receive 10 cents for completing each paragraph.
• You will receive an additional 50 cents for completing the survey.

When you complete the survey at the end, you will receive a completion code, which you must enter at the end of this survey AND on the Mechanical Turk website, in order to receive payment.

You MUST keep this window open in order to enter the completion code. Bonuses will be paid after the HIT expires or after the work has been completed.

Enter completion code here:

Appendix 3. Data Entry Paragraphs

1 of 3 Lock-in Tasks: Kaya sa isip o diwa na tayo ay sa mga ito, excites ilang mga antas ng parehong damdamin, sa proporsyon ng kasiglahan o dulness ng kuru-kuro. Ang labis na kung saan sila magbuntis sa kahirapan ng mga wretches nakakaapektos sa partikular na bahagi sa kanilang mga sarili ng higit pa sa anumang iba pang; dahil sa takot na arises mula sa kathang isip nila kung ano ang kani-knilang mga sarili ay magtiis, kung sila ay talagang ang wretches kanino sila ay nagahanap sa, at kung sa partikular na bahagi sa kanilang mga sarili ay talagang apektado sa parehong miserable paraan. Ang tunay na puwersa ng mga kuru-kuro na ito ay sapat na, sa kanilang mga masasaktin frame, upang gumawa ng na galis o hindi mapalagay damdam complained ng.

Treatment 1 (Conservative obscenity decision): A federal court has ruled that the North Carolina legislature may ban the sale of hardcore pornography in bookstores. The North Carolina legislature had enacted the ban as a nuisance abatement measure. The legislature considered adult bookstores to be nuisances. Adult bookstore owners had challenged the North Carolina statute as unconstitutional. They argued that the statute would be restricting expression before they reach the public and before they are deemed obscene or not. In general, prior restraints on speech are unconstitutional under the First Amendment. However, the First Amendment does not protect obscene speech. The Fourth Circuit court said that statute’s prior restraints on explicit photographs and films are acceptable, because they applied only to films and photos sold in hardcore pornography stores. The speech was not completely limited since other stores, such as regular newsstands, could still sell the material.
Treatment 2 (Conservative obscenity decision, gay content): Jack and Nirvana Zuideveld and thirty-seven others were charged with running a smut club in the Chicago area, and mailing obscene material by a District court. The Zuidevelds published two magazines, Vim and Gym that featured muscle displays and body culture articles. They also served as a vehicle for promoting membership in the Adonis Male club and the International Body Culture association, through which men could swap letters with each other. The magazines were sold on newsstands and sent through mail. While some content was not sexual in nature, many of the articles and photographs in these magazines dealt with the subject of homosexuality. The dominant theme of the magazines was to appeal to the interest of the homosexual male. Under Title 18 USC 1461 obscene material is not mailable. The court alleged that the club catered to exchange of pornography through mail, and convicted the accused.

Treatment 3 (Conservative obscenity decision, lesbian content): Harold G. Childs, an operator of a cigar store in Portland, Oregon, was convicted by a district court for disseminating obscene matter. He had sold a copy of the paperback book, Lesbian Roommate, to a Portland police officer. Childs contested that this was in violation of the First and Fourteenth Amendments. The Supreme Court of Oregon however, held that the obvious purpose of the book was to stimulate the reader sexually. It also said that the entire book was for the purpose of inciting lascivious thoughts and arousing lustful desires, and upheld the conviction.

Treatment 4 (Liberal obscenity decision): A North Carolina sheriff who went on a crusade to stop all Adults only movie screenings was found to violate the First Amendment by a district judge. The sheriff had promised that no one in Rutherford County was going to see a movie labeled R or X as long as he was in office, and that all movies except those rated for general audiences were considered by him to be obscene. He proved such an effective censor that the theatre-owners discontinued entirely showing adult rated films. The judge found evidence that the public, faced with a string of G rated movies, stayed away in droves, and would have driven the theatre-owners out of business. The district judge believing that the conduct of the sheriff however well intentioned was unconstitutional as it violated the First and Fourteenth Amendments of the Constitution.

Treatment 5 (Liberal obscenity decision, gay content): The Boys of Cocodorm – Snow Bunni, J Fizzo, et al – are staying put, after a federal judge ruled that the gay porn website has a right to film out of its Edgewater home. Cocodorm.com features black and Hispanic men, known as dorm dudes, who share a webcam-filled house together and have sex on schedule. For that they are paid at least $1,200 a month, plus free room and board. Miami has tried to shut the house down, arguing it constitutes an adult business illegally operation in a residential area. The city’s Code Enforcement Board in 2007 agreed, but Cocodorm responded to the code enforcement proceedings by suing in federal court. From the outside, the Cocodorm house looks like any other residence. Those who want to see Cocodorm’s hottest and horniest do so via the Internet, with a credit card.

Treatment 6 (Liberal obscenity decision, lesbian content): A company may transport obscene magazines as long as the magazines have enough literary content and social value, according to the Fifth Circuit. Michael Travis and the Peachtree News Company appealed to the Fifth Circuit after prosecutors in a federal trial court convicted them of twelve counts transporting obscene magazines across state lines. The government may constitutionally regulate the interstate transport of materials that are defined as obscene. The First Amendment protects speech generally, making it harder for the government to
regulate constitutionally protected speech. However, obscenity is excluded from First Amendment protections. According to the Fifth Circuit ruling, the magazines’ pictures alone would be obscene. But six of the magazines also had short stores and discussions of lesbianism, homosexuality, nudity, censorship, photography, marital sexual problems, and fine art. These gave them enough social value to merit constitutional protection.

**Control 1 (English paragraph):** By the early 1800s, the mechanically operated semaphore telegraph lines were used extensively in Europe, although only a few simple links were ever built in the United States. However, these visual telegraphs were slow, could be used over limited distances and their usability was limited to times when there was good visibility. Inventors tried to develop a way to send signals electrically along wires, which would transmit signals instantaneously over great distances and in every kind of weather. But the nature of electrical fluid as electrical currents were then known, was not very well understood. In 1838, William Cooke and Charles Wheatstone developed the first commercial electric telegraph. Like earlier mechanical telegraphs, the electric telegraph used visual signaling. Other inventors were also working in the meantime on electric telegraphs based on different principles. Samuel Morse, in the United States, developed a single wire system that imprinted dots and dashes on a moving paper tape.

**Control 2 (Tagalog paragraph):** Tungkol sa mga bagay na kung saan ay itinuturing na walang anumang ugnayan sa alinman sa mga katangi-tangi sa sarili o sa tao na ang mga sentiments namin ng mga hukom; saan ang kanyang sentiments buong lumihom sa aming mga sarili, ascribe namin sa kanya ang mga katangian ng isang lasa at mabuti paghuhusga. Ang kagandahan ng isang payak na, ang kadakilaan ng isang bundok, ang mga burloloy ng isang gusali, ang pagpapahayag ng isang larawan, ang mga sangkap ng isang panayam, ang pagsasagawa ng isang ibang tao, ang proporsyon ng iba’t-ibang dami at numero

**Appendix 4. Questionnaire on Individual Standards**

**Questions on Sexual Attitudes**

1. Are you for or against sex education in the public schools?
   - For
   - Against
   - Don’t Know
   - Refuse to Answer

2. Should divorce in this country be easier or more difficult to obtain than it is now?
   - Easier
   - More Difficult
   - Stay as is
   - Don’t Know
   - Refuse to answer
3. There's been a lot of discussion about the way morals and attitudes about sex are changing in this country. If a man and woman have sexual relations before marriage, do you think it is always wrong, almost always wrong, wrong only sometimes, or not wrong at all?

- Always wrong
- Almost always wrong
- Wrong only sometimes
- Not wrong at all
- Don’t know
- Refuse to answer

4. What if they are in their early teens, say 14 to 16 years old? In that case, do you think sexual relations before marriage are always wrong, almost always wrong, wrong only sometimes, or not wrong at all?

- Always wrong
- Almost always wrong
- Wrong only sometimes
- Not wrong at all
- Don’t know
- Refuse to answer

5. What is your opinion about a married person having sexual relations with someone other than their marriage partner—is it always wrong, almost always wrong, wrong only sometimes, or not wrong at all?

- Always wrong
- Almost always wrong
- Wrong only sometimes
- Not wrong at all
- Don’t know
- Refuse to answer

6. What about sexual relations between two adults of the same sex—do you think it is always wrong, almost always wrong, wrong only sometimes, or not wrong at all?

- Always wrong
- Almost always wrong
- Wrong only sometimes
- Not wrong at all
- Don’t know
- Refuse to answer

7. Sexual materials lead to breakdown of morals.
8. Sexual materials provide an outlet for bottled-up impulses and reduce the likelihood of mischief.
Agree
Disagree
Don’t Know
Refuse to Answer

9. Which of the following statements comes closest to your feelings about pornography laws?
There should be laws against the distribution of pornography, whatever the age
There should be laws against the distribution of pornography to persons under 18
There should be no laws forbidding the distribution of pornography
Don’t know
Refuse to answer

Questions on Negative Externalities

10. Sexual materials lead people to commit rape.
Agree
Disagree
Don’t Know
Refuse to Answer

11. Do sexual materials lead to a greater prevalence of any sexually transmitted disease?
Yes
No
Don’t know
Refuse to answer

Appendix 5. Questionnaire on Perceived Community Standards

1. What percentage of people taking this survey, do you think, would say they are in favor of sex education in public schools? Type in a number between 0 and 100.
You will get a bonus of $1.00 for being within one percentage point of the average percentage. If there is more than one person within one percentage point, we will randomly select the winner.

2. What percentage of people taking this survey, do you think, would say that it should be easier to obtain divorce in this country than it is now? Type in a number between 0 and 100.

You will get a bonus of $1.00 for being within one percentage point of the average percentage. If there is more than one person within one percentage point, we will randomly select the winner.

3. What percentage of people taking this survey, do you think, would say that it is always wrong if a man and woman have sexual relations before marriage? Type in a number between 0 and 100.

You will get a bonus of $1.00 for being within one percentage point of the average percentage. If there is more than one person within one percentage point, we will randomly select the winner.

4. What percentage of people taking this survey, do you think, would say that it is always wrong if people in their early teens (14-16 years old) have sexual relations before marriage? Type in a number between 0 and 100.

You will get a bonus of $1.00 for being within one percentage point of the average percentage. If there is more than one person within one percentage point, we will randomly select the winner.

5. What percentage of people taking this survey, do you think, would say that it is always wrong if a married person has sexual relations with someone other than their marriage partner? Type in a number between 0 and 100.

You will get a bonus of $1.00 for being within one percentage point of the average percentage. If there is more than one person within one percentage point, we will randomly select the winner.

6. What percentage of people taking this survey, do you think, would say that it is always wrong for two adults of the same sex to have sexual relations between them? Type in a number between 0 and 100.

You will get a bonus of $1.00 for being within one percentage point of the average percentage. If there is more than one person within one percentage point, we will randomly select the winner.

7. What percentage of people taking this survey, do you think, would agree that sexual materials lead to breakdown of morals? Type in a number between 0 and 100.
You will get a bonus of $1.00 for being within one percentage point of the average percentage. If there is more than one person within one percentage point, we will randomly select the winner.

8. What percentage of people taking this survey, do you think, would agree that sexual materials lead people to commit rape? Type in a number between 0 and 100.

You will get a bonus of $1.00 for being within one percentage point of the average percentage. If there is more than one person within one percentage point, we will randomly select the winner.

9. What percentage of people taking this survey, do you think, would agree that sexual materials provide an outlet for bottled-up impulses and reduce the likelihood of mischief? Type in a number between 0 and 100.

You will get a bonus of $1.00 for being within one percentage point of the average percentage. If there is more than one person within one percentage point, we will randomly select the winner.

10. What percentage of people taking this survey, do you think, feel that there should be laws against the distribution of pornography, whatever the age? Type in a number between 0 and 100.

You will get a bonus of $1.00 for being within one percentage point of the average percentage. If there is more than one person within one percentage point, we will randomly select the winner.

11. What percentage of people taking this survey, do you think, would agree that sexual materials lead to a greater prevalence of any sexually transmitted disease? Type in a number between 0 and 100.

You will get a bonus of $1.00 for being within one percentage point of the average percentage. If there is more than one person within one percentage point, we will randomly select the winner.

Appendix 6. Questionnaire on Behaviors

1. Have you seen an X-rated movie in the last year?
   Yes
   No
   Don’t know
   Refuse to answer

2. Were you ever divorced?
Yes
No
Never married
Don’t know
Refuse to answer

3. How many sex partners have you had in the last 12 months?
No partners
1 partner
2 partners
3 partners
4 partners
5-10 partners
11-20 partners
21-100 partners
More than 100 partners
Don’t know
Refuse to answer
Skip logic: If the answer to Question 3 is exactly equal to No partners, skip questions 4-8

4. Was one of the partners your husband or wife or regular sexual partner?
Yes
No
Don’t know
Refuse to answer

5. Was one of the partners a close personal friend?
Yes
No
Don’t know
Refuse to answer

6. Was one of the partners a casual date or pick up?
Yes
No
Don’t know
Refuse to answer

7. Have you ever paid for sex, or been paid for sex?
Yes
No
Don’t know
Refuse to answer

8. About how often did you have sex during the last 12 months?
Not at all
Once or twice
About once a month
2 or 3 times a month
About once a week
2 or 3 times a week
More than 3 times a week
Don’t know
Refuse to answer

Appendix 7. Questionnaire on Beliefs about Others (Behaviors)

1. What percentage of the US population, do you think, regularly have same-sex relations? Type in a number between 0 and 100.

2. What percentage of the US population, do you think, have a sexually transmitted disease? Type in a number between 0 and 100.

3. What percentage of the US population, do you think, have had or are currently having an extramarital affair? Type in a number between 0 and 100.

Appendix 8. Questionnaire on Others’ Perceptions of Behaviors

1. What do you think other people taking this survey would say is the percentage of the US population that regularly have same-sex relations? Type in a number between 0 and 100.

You will get a bonus of $1.00 for being within one percentage point of the average percentage. If there is more than one person within one percentage point, we will randomly select the winner.

2. What do you think other people taking this survey would say is the percentage of the US population that have a sexually transmitted disease? Type in a number between 0 and 100.
You will get a bonus of $1.00 for being within one percentage point of the average percentage. If there is more than one person within one percentage point, we will randomly select the winner.

3. What do you think other people taking this survey would say is the percentage of the US population that have had or are currently having an extramarital affair? Type in a number between 0 and 100.

You will get a bonus of $1.00 for being within one percentage point of the average percentage. If there is more than one person within one percentage point, we will randomly select the winner.

Appendix 9. Demographic Questionnaire

What is your gender?

What is your age?

What is your state of residence? (All U.S. states in a dropdown menu)

What is your religious preference?
Protestant
Catholic
Jewish
Latter-Day Saints
None
Others – specify

How often do you attend religious services? (answers may be approximate)
Never
Once a year
Once a month
Once a week
Multiple times a week

What is your race/ethnicity? Please check all that apply.
White
Hispanic
Asian/Pacific Islander
Native American
Black
Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Republican, Democrat, Independent, or something else?

Strong Democrat
Not so Strong Democrat
Independent – Near Democrat
Independent
Independent – Near Republican
Not Strong Republican
Strong Republican
Other Party
Don’t Know

How satisfied were you with your work experience?
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Slightly satisfied
Not at all satisfied

Please click on this link to get your completion code (it will open as a new window). If the link does not work, please enter a unique string of 10 letters, numbers, or symbols. Enter the code below AND on the Mechanical Turk website.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mechanical Turk</th>
<th>General Social Survey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>St. Dev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>31.328</td>
<td>10.705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.607</td>
<td>0.489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ever Divorced</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attend church 1+ times per week</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watched X-rated movie last year</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>0.498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had casual sex last year</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had paid sex last year</td>
<td>0.0388</td>
<td>0.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of partners last year</td>
<td>1.444</td>
<td>2.319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homosexual sex is OK</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td>0.458</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mechanical Turk N = 600. General Social Survey variables are from 2012, N=1974. Weights are applied to GSS means.
### Table 2 -- The Effect of Exposure to Liberal Obscenity Decisions on Sexual Attitudes and Behaviors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel A: Attitudes</th>
<th>Sexual Materials are OK</th>
<th>Divorce Should be Easier</th>
<th>Homosexual Sex is OK</th>
<th>Pornography Should Have No Legal Restrictions</th>
<th>Own Standards: Average Effect Size (AES)</th>
<th>Others Feel Sexual Materials are OK</th>
<th>Community Standards: AES</th>
<th>Negative Externalities: AES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean dep. var.</td>
<td>(1) 0.41</td>
<td>(2) 0.19</td>
<td>(3) 0.70</td>
<td>(4) 0.12</td>
<td>(5) 0.99**</td>
<td>(6) 0.046**</td>
<td>(7) 0.094*</td>
<td>(8) 0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Obscenity</td>
<td>0.0604**</td>
<td>0.0528***</td>
<td>-0.0272</td>
<td>0.0122</td>
<td>0.0161</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.0228</td>
<td>0.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision (+1/0/-1)</td>
<td>[0.0246]</td>
<td>[0.0194]</td>
<td>[0.0231]</td>
<td>[0.0161]</td>
<td>p = 0.056</td>
<td>[0.0228]</td>
<td>p = 0.092</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel B: Behaviors</th>
<th>Nonmarital Sex in Last Year</th>
<th>Casual Date Sex in Last Year</th>
<th>Paid Sex in Last Year</th>
<th>Saw X-rated Movie</th>
<th>Sex Frequency Monthly or More</th>
<th>Friend Sex in Last Year</th>
<th>Multiple Partners in Last Year</th>
<th>Own Behaviors: AES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean dep. var.</td>
<td>(1) 0.10</td>
<td>(2) 0.12</td>
<td>(3) 0.04</td>
<td>(4) 0.45</td>
<td>(5) 0.61</td>
<td>(6) 0.42</td>
<td>(7) 0.79</td>
<td>(8) 0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Obscenity</td>
<td>-0.0130</td>
<td>-0.000309</td>
<td>0.00754</td>
<td>0.0115</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
<td>0.0133</td>
<td>0.00463</td>
<td>-0.0165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision (+1/0/-1)</td>
<td>[0.0155]</td>
<td>[0.0165]</td>
<td>[0.00969]</td>
<td>[0.0251]</td>
<td>[0.0252]</td>
<td>[0.0251]</td>
<td>[0.0206]</td>
<td>p = 0.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Standard errors in brackets. AES for own standards uses workers’ attitudes on: sex education, divorce, premarital sex, teen sex, extramarital sex, same sex relations, sexual materials leading to moral breakdown, sexual materials serving as an outlet for impulses and reducing mischief ('Sexual Materials are OK'), and whether sexual materials should be restricted by pornography laws. AES for perceived negative externalities uses opinions about whether sexual materials lead to rape or increase sexually transmitted diseases. AES for community standards uses incentivized estimates of other workers’ attitudes on: sex education, divorce, premarital sex, teen sex, extramarital sex, same sex relations; and others’ opinions that sexual materials lead to moral breakdown, lead to rape, serve as an outlet for impulses and reduce mischief, increase sexually transmitted diseases, or should be restricted by pornography laws. AES for own behaviors uses self-reported activities in the past year on X-rated movie viewing, divorce, number of sex partners, extramarital sex, friend sex, casual sex, paid sex, and sex frequency. See Appendices 4-6 for questionnaires. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
### Table 3 -- The Effect of Exposure to Valence of Obscenity Decisions on Sexual Attitudes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel A: Liberal Decisions</th>
<th>Sexual Materials are OK</th>
<th>Divorce Should be Easier</th>
<th>Homosexual Sex is OK</th>
<th>Pornography Should Have No Legal Restrictions</th>
<th>Own Standards: AES</th>
<th>Others Feel Sexual Materials are OK</th>
<th>Community Standards: AES</th>
<th>Negative Externalities: AES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean dep. var.</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Obscenity Decision vs. Control</td>
<td>0.0990**</td>
<td>0.0706*</td>
<td>-0.00892</td>
<td>0.0255</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.0587</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel B: Conservative Decisions</th>
<th>Sexual Materials are OK</th>
<th>Divorce Should be Easier</th>
<th>Homosexual Sex is OK</th>
<th>Pornography Should Have No Legal Restrictions</th>
<th>Own Standards: AES</th>
<th>Others Feel Sexual Materials are OK</th>
<th>Community Standards: AES</th>
<th>Negative Externalities: AES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean dep. var.</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservative Obscenity Decision vs. Control</td>
<td>-0.0218</td>
<td>-0.0351</td>
<td>0.0456</td>
<td>0.00119</td>
<td>-0.138</td>
<td>-0.0222</td>
<td>-0.176</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Standard errors in brackets. AES for own standards uses workers’ attitudes on: sex education, divorce, premarital sex, teen sex, extramarital sex, same sex relations, sexual materials leading to moral breakdown, sexual materials serving as an outlet for impulses and reducing mischief ("Sexual Materials are OK"), and whether sexual materials should be restricted by pornography laws. AES for perceived negative externalities uses opinions about whether sexual materials lead to rape or increase sexually transmitted diseases. AES for community standards uses incentivized estimates of other workers’ attitudes on: sex education, divorce, premarital sex, teen sex, extramarital sex, same sex relations; and others’ opinions that sexual materials lead to moral breakdown, lead to rape, serve as an outlet for impulses and reduce mischief, increase sexually transmitted diseases, or should be restricted by pornography laws. AES for own behaviors uses self-reported activities in the past year on X-rated movie viewing, divorce, number of sex partners, extramarital sex, friend sex, casual sex, paid sex, and sex frequency. See Appendices 4-6 for questionnaires. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
### Table 4 -- The Effect of Exposure to Type of Liberal Obscenity Decisions on Sexual Attitudes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel A: Gay Obscenity Decisions</th>
<th>Own Standards: AES</th>
<th>Others Feel Sexual Materials are OK: AES</th>
<th>Community Standards: AES</th>
<th>Negative Externalities: AES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean dep. var.</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Obscenity Decision (+1/-1)</td>
<td>0.112***</td>
<td>0.0654*</td>
<td>0.0101</td>
<td>-0.0189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel B: Lesbian Obscenity Decisions</th>
<th>Own Standards: AES</th>
<th>Others Feel Sexual Materials are OK: AES</th>
<th>Community Standards: AES</th>
<th>Negative Externalities: AES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean dep. var.</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Obscenity Decision (+1/-1)</td>
<td>0.0548</td>
<td>0.0166</td>
<td>-0.0950**</td>
<td>0.00295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel C: Non-Homosexual Obscenity Decisions</th>
<th>Own Standards: AES</th>
<th>Others Feel Sexual Materials are OK: AES</th>
<th>Community Standards: AES</th>
<th>Negative Externalities: AES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean dep. var.</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Obscenity Decision (+1/-1)</td>
<td>0.0286</td>
<td>0.0864**</td>
<td>0.0159</td>
<td>0.0597*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Standard errors in brackets. AES for own standards uses workers’ attitudes on: sex education, divorce, premarital sex, teen sex, extramarital sex, same sex relations, sexual materials leading to moral breakdown, sexual materials serving as an outlet for impulses and reducing mischief ("Sexual Materials are OK"), and whether sexual materials should be restricted by pornography laws. AES for perceived negative externalities uses opinions about whether sexual materials lead to rape or increase sexually transmitted diseases. AES for community standards uses incentivized estimates of other workers’ attitudes on: sex education, divorce, premarital sex, teen sex, extramarital sex, same sex relations; and others’ opinions that sexual materials lead to moral breakdown, lead to rape, serve as an outlet for impulses and reduce mischief, increase sexually transmitted diseases, or should be restricted by pornography laws. AES for own behaviors uses self-reported activities in the past year on X-rated movie viewing, divorce, number of sex partners, extramarital sex, friend sex, casual sex, paid sex, and sex frequency. See Appendices 4 and 5 for questionnaires. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
Table 5 -- Heterogenous Effects of Exposure to Liberal Obscenity Decisions on Sexual Attitudes and Beliefs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel A: Heterogeneity by Religious Attendance</th>
<th>Favor Sex Ed in Public Schools</th>
<th>Divorce Should be Easier</th>
<th>Homosexual Sex is OK</th>
<th>Sexual Materials are OK</th>
<th>Pornography Should Have No Legal Restrictions</th>
<th>Others Favor Sex Ed in Public Schools</th>
<th>Others Feel Premarital Sex is OK</th>
<th>Percentage of People who have Extramarital Sex</th>
<th>Republican (self-identification) (+1/0/1-1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean dep. var.</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Obscenity</td>
<td>0.0271</td>
<td>0.0618***</td>
<td>-0.0203</td>
<td>0.0695**</td>
<td>0.0157</td>
<td>-0.000517</td>
<td>-0.00656</td>
<td>-0.00254</td>
<td>-0.0295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision (+1/0/-1)</td>
<td>[0.0169]</td>
<td>[0.0214]</td>
<td>[0.0228]</td>
<td>[0.0270]</td>
<td>[0.0179]</td>
<td>[0.0210]</td>
<td>[0.0237]</td>
<td>[0.0106]</td>
<td>[0.0420]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequently Attend</td>
<td>-0.217***</td>
<td>-0.115***</td>
<td>-0.553***</td>
<td>-0.211***</td>
<td>-0.0870**</td>
<td>-0.00549</td>
<td>0.0575</td>
<td>0.0435**</td>
<td>0.480***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious Services</td>
<td>[0.0320]</td>
<td>[0.0409]</td>
<td>[0.0437]</td>
<td>[0.0517]</td>
<td>[0.0344]</td>
<td>[0.0409]</td>
<td>[0.0460]</td>
<td>[0.0203]</td>
<td>[0.0803]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal * Frequently Attend</td>
<td>-0.0877**</td>
<td>-0.0547</td>
<td>-0.0871*</td>
<td>-0.0638</td>
<td>-0.0250</td>
<td>0.0997**</td>
<td>0.0964*</td>
<td>-0.0421*</td>
<td>0.215**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attend Services</td>
<td>[0.0381]</td>
<td>[0.0487]</td>
<td>[0.0517]</td>
<td>[0.0613]</td>
<td>[0.0406]</td>
<td>[0.0490]</td>
<td>[0.0551]</td>
<td>[0.0242]</td>
<td>[0.0956]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Panel B: Heterogeneity by Red State

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel B: Heterogeneity by Red State</th>
<th>Favor Sex Ed in Public Schools</th>
<th>Divorce Should be Easier</th>
<th>Homosexual Sex is OK</th>
<th>Sexual Materials are OK</th>
<th>Pornography Should Have No Legal Restrictions</th>
<th>Others Favor Sex Ed in Public Schools</th>
<th>Others Feel Premarital Sex is OK</th>
<th>Percentage of People who have Extramarital Sex</th>
<th>Republican (self-identification) (+1/0/1-1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean dep. var.</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Obscenity</td>
<td>0.0189</td>
<td>0.0477**</td>
<td>-0.0225</td>
<td>0.0695**</td>
<td>0.0150</td>
<td>0.0134</td>
<td>0.00360</td>
<td>-0.0156</td>
<td>-0.00342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision (+1/0/1)</td>
<td>[0.0192]</td>
<td>[0.0235]</td>
<td>[0.0280]</td>
<td>[0.0299]</td>
<td>[0.0196]</td>
<td>[0.0230]</td>
<td>[0.0259]</td>
<td>[0.0116]</td>
<td>[0.0472]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red State</td>
<td>-0.0119</td>
<td>0.0451</td>
<td>-0.132***</td>
<td>0.0328</td>
<td>-0.0538*</td>
<td>0.0216</td>
<td>-0.0320</td>
<td>0.0172</td>
<td>0.104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal * Red State</td>
<td>-0.0176</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
<td>-0.0218</td>
<td>-0.0263</td>
<td>-0.0112</td>
<td>0.0143</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
<td>0.0143</td>
<td>0.0308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attend Services</td>
<td>[0.0336]</td>
<td>[0.0415]</td>
<td>[0.0489]</td>
<td>[0.0525]</td>
<td>[0.0344]</td>
<td>[0.0417]</td>
<td>[0.0468]</td>
<td>[0.0205]</td>
<td>[0.0823]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Red states: AK, AL, AR, AZ, GA, ID, IN, KS, KY, LA, MO, MS, MT, NC, ND, NE, WV, OK, SC, UT, TX, TN. Standard errors in brackets. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Table 6 -- Heterogenous Effects of Exposure to Liberal Obscenity Decisions on Sexual Attitudes and Beliefs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample: Frequently Attend Religious Services: Weekly or More</th>
<th>Attend Less than Weekly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Own Standards</td>
<td>Community Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Obscenity</td>
<td>p = 0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: See text and Appendices 4-7 for the variables used in AES measures. The AES could not be computed because the standard deviation of the control was 0 for frequent attenders for some answers. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
Table 7 – Effects of Exposure to Liberal Obscenity Decisions on Sexual Attitudes and Beliefs by Religious Attendance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel A: Never Attendees</th>
<th>Favor Sex Ed in Public Schools (1)</th>
<th>Divorce Should be Easier (2)</th>
<th>Homosexual Sex is OK (3)</th>
<th>Sexual Materials are OK (4)</th>
<th>Pornography Should have No Legal Restrictions (5)</th>
<th>Others Favor Sex Ed in Public Schools (6)</th>
<th>Others Feel Premarital Sex is OK (7)</th>
<th>Extraparital Sex (8)</th>
<th>Percentage of People who have Republican (self-identification) (+1/0/-1) (9)</th>
<th>Very Satisfied with Work Experience (10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Obscenity</td>
<td>0.0203</td>
<td>0.0761**</td>
<td>-0.0268</td>
<td>0.0826**</td>
<td>0.00187</td>
<td>-0.0313</td>
<td>0.0169</td>
<td>-0.0217</td>
<td>-0.0377</td>
<td>0.0121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision (+1/0/-1)</td>
<td>[0.0174]</td>
<td>[0.0311]</td>
<td>[0.0235]</td>
<td>[0.0369]</td>
<td>[0.0277]</td>
<td>[0.0281]</td>
<td>[0.0301]</td>
<td>[0.0135]</td>
<td>[0.0514]</td>
<td>[0.0341]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Panel B: Yearly          | Mean dep. var.                    | 0.91                         | 0.14                     | 0.71                     | 0.42                                              | 0.08                                     | 0.69                                   | 0.65             | 0.31                                               | -0.28                     | 0.32                     |
| Legal Obscenity          | 0.0434                            | 0.0379                       | 0.00117                  | 0.0484                   | 0.0534*                                           | 0.0718*                                  | -0.0501                                | 0.0286           | -0.000202                                          | 0.190***                   | 0.0489                   |
| Decision (+1/0/-1)       | [0.0304]                          | [0.0398]                     | [0.0514]                  | [0.0547]                  | [0.0304]                                          | [0.0397]                                 | [0.0412]                               | [0.0203]         | [0.0862]                                           | [0.0601]                   |
| Observations             | 120                               | 119                          | 117                      | 119                      | 119                                               | 40                                       | 40                                     | 120              | 120                                               | 120                       |
| R-squared                | 0.017                             | 0.008                        | 0.000                     | 0.007                     | 0.026                                             | 0.079                                    | 0.033                                  | 0.017            | 0.000                                              | 0.114                     |

| Panel C: Monthly         | Mean dep. var.                    | 0.88                         | 0.19                     | 0.63                     | 0.34                                              | 0.09                                     | 0.74                                   | 0.68             | 0.34                                               | -0.38                     | 0.29                     |
| Liberal Obscenity        | 0.0204                            | 0.0528                       | -0.0660                  | 0.0357                   | -0.00104                                          | 0.00701                                 | -0.0193                                | 0.0219           | -0.0507                                            | 0.105*                    | 0.0601                   |
| Decision (+1/0/-1)       | [0.0396]                          | [0.0534]                     | [0.0653]                  | [0.0636]                  | [0.0392]                                          | [0.0367]                                 | [0.0717]                               | [0.0278]         | [0.0988]                                           | [0.0613]                   |
| Observations             | 84                                | 85                           | 83                       | 84                       | 85                                                | 22                                      | 22                                     | 85               | 85                                                 | 85                        |
| R-squared                | 0.003                             | 0.012                        | 0.012                     | 0.004                     | 0.000                                             | 0.002                                    | 0.004                                  | 0.007            | 0.003                                              | 0.035                     |

| Panel D: Weekly          | Mean dep. var.                    | 0.70                         | 0.10                     | 0.27                     | 0.24                                              | 0.05                                     | 0.63                                   | 0.69             | 0.34                                               | 0.09                      | 0.34                     |
| Liberal Obscenity        | -0.0711                           | 0.0123                       | -0.0912                  | 0                       | -0.00855                                          | 0.131*                                   | 0.0968                                 | -0.0505**        | 0.253**                                            | -0.0207                    |                     |
| Decision (+1/0/-1)       | [0.0584]                          | [0.0377]                     | [0.0578]                  | [0.0560]                  | [0.0306]                                          | [0.0664]                                 | [0.0697]                               | [0.0241]         | [0.111]                                           | [0.0613]                   |
| Observations             | 85                                | 85                           | 82                       | 84                       | 84                                                | 24                                      | 24                                     | 85               | 85                                                 | 85                        |
| R-squared                | 0.018                             | 0.001                        | 0.030                     | 0.000                     | 0.001                                             | 0.151                                    | 0.081                                  | 0.050            | 0.059                                              | 0.001                     |

| Panel E: Weekly          | Mean dep. var.                    | 0.64                         | 0.11                     | 0.14                     | 0.18                                              | 0                                       | 0.81                                   | 0.68             | 0.41                                               | 0.18                      | 0.22                     |
| Liberal Obscenity        | -0.0316                           | -0.0105                      | -0.147                   | 0.0368                   | 0                                                 | -0.00935                                | 0.0734                                 | -0.0316           | -0.0789                                            | -0.0263                    |                     |
| Decision (+1/0/-1)       | [0.113]                           | [0.0725]                     | [0.0926]                  | [0.106]                  | [.]                                               | [0.0443]                                 | [0.0676]                               | [0.0609]         | [0.231]                                           | [0.106]                    |
| Observations             | 24                                | 24                           | 24                       | 24                       | 23                                                | 9                                       | 9                                      | 24               | 24                                                 | 24                        |
| R-squared                | 0.004                             | 0.001                        | 0.103                     | 0.005                     | 0.006                                             | 0.144                                    | 0.012                                  | 0.005            | 0.003                                              | 0.003                     |

Notes: Standard errors in brackets. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
Table 8 -- The Effect of Exposure to Liberal Obscenity Decisions on Utility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel A:</th>
<th>OLS</th>
<th>Ordered Probit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean dep. var.</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.0741***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Obscenity Decision (+1/0/-1)</td>
<td>0.0545**</td>
<td>0.0229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequently Attend</td>
<td>0.00175</td>
<td>0.0137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious Services</td>
<td>0.0489</td>
<td>0.0257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal * Frequently Attend Services</td>
<td>-0.101*</td>
<td>-0.0997*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel B:</th>
<th>(no control group)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean dep. var.</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Obscenity Decision (+1/-1)</td>
<td>0.0545**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequently Attend</td>
<td>0.00175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious Services</td>
<td>0.0489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal * Frequently Attend Services</td>
<td>-0.101*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Standard errors in brackets. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
Panel B drops the control groups from analysis (some control groups had 1 fewer paragraph of data entry than treatment groups).